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On December 19 last year (2010), the millionth flat was delivered, marking a milestone in the history of public
housing in Singapore. It was also an anniversary highlight for the Housing and Development Board (HDB), the
government agency whose mission for the past 50 years has been to build affordable and quality housing for
Singaporeans.
The spanking new millionth flat, at Treelodge@Punggol – a new precinct marked by its range of eco-friendly features
and amenities -- is a far cry from the early years, when HDB’s main aim was to build new dwelling units in sufficient
numbers so that the people can move out from slums and squatter settlements into properly-planned and
constructed housing that comes with running water and electricity.
Half a century ago, a mere 9% of the population lived in public housing. Today, the proportion of Singaporeans living
in estates created by HDB has surged to more than 80%. Also, in the process, by achieving one of the highest rates
of home ownership in the world, Singapore’s public housing system has become a model for other developing
countries trying to solve their housing needs.
However, with ever higher expectations from the public, unabated demand especially from newly-wedded couples
trying to form a family, and coupled with differing perceptions over the concept of “affordability”, all these factors
and more, are coming together to present a leadership challenge for HDB’s CEO Cheong Koon Hean as she steers the
agency to fulfil its vision of providing "affordable homes, vibrant towns and cohesive communities".
Cheong, who took up her current appointment in August 2010, was trained as an architect at Australia’s University
of Newcastle. She also holds a master's degree in Urban Development Planning from University College of London.
The Colombo Plan scholar was most recently the CEO of the Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA) for six years.
During her tenure, URA led the planning, coordination and execution of high-profile, transformational projects like
Marina Bay and Kallang Riverside. The agency also helped to put in motion the rejuvenation and redevelopment of
other areas like Jurong Lake District and Paya Lebar Central. These projects are not merely an improvement of the
urban landscape, but are also the creation of new buildings and spaces impacting the way thousands work, live and
play. Clearly, this is not a frivolous and simple task – and a task that hinges in a large part on teamwork.
Speaking to a group of mostly Singapore Management University undergraduates a recent talk organised by the Wee
Kim Wee Centre, Cheong stressed the importance of teamwork; that it serves as a foundation of success, and that
it is one of the biggest challenges for leaders. In fact, a persistent leadership challenge at the HDB and URA is in
getting diverse teams of engineers, architects, administrators and other specialists to function harmoniously within
one body, she said. Just as an orchestra needs to play to the same beat, it is the leader or conductor's job to make
music out of the array of instruments, she added.
Vision takes centre stage
How is the role of a leader different from that of a manager? According to Cheong, a key difference lies in influence.
"The manager’s role is to bring about things, and to ask how and when," she explained. On the other hand, the
leader’s role is to guide people towards a vision; and in order to do that, the leader must be able to express that
vision with others, in ways that compel and inspire.
Theodore Hesburgh, the influential former president of Notre Dame University who held the post for 35 years, once
said: “The very essence of leadership is that you have to have a vision. It’s got to be a vision you articulate clearly
and forcefully on every occasion. You can’t blow a weak trumpet.”
Referring to Hesburgh’s quote, Cheong believes that leaders are defined by their vision; and this is something that
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has to be communicated clearly so that everyone can share the same understanding or interpretation. In addition, a
leader must balance her vision with an informed outlook on the environment in which the organisation is expected to
thrive. Leaders have to keep their eyes on the horizon – to scan and detect changes and trends, so that
opportunities can be seized, and risks mitigated, she said.
For Cheong, she keeps an eye out for potential developments in the social, economical, political and global
environment through feedback – talking to business partners, customers and other stakeholders. Focus groups and
surveys are also occasionally carried out to capture a wider spectrum of views. "We also make it a point to find out
what the competitors are doing and see what we can learn from them," said Cheong. Methods and processes are
continuously relooked and assessed for relevance – to consider how else to "get the job done more professionally".
In a competitive environment, complacent organisations that do not innovate or seek improvements will find
themselves threading on dangerous waters. Cheong professed, "I'm a strong believer of the mantra that if we hentak
kaki (Malay: keep on the same spot), we are already left behind." A strong vision and innovation is important if HDB
is to meet its foreseeable challenges and overcome the country's unique land constraints, she added.
Oneconductor, many musicians
Comparisons have been made (http://knowledge.smu.edu.sg/article.cfm?articleid=1268)between managing
organisations and conducting an orchestra. For Cheong, the conductor represents the leader who must ensure that
everyone plays well, and to the same piece of music – the vision. Teamwork occurs when people play along with the
rhythm, and feedback comes from the level of applause at the end. And while it might be tempting to hinge the
overall performance on the quality of the score arrangements or the conductor, the music is perhaps most beautiful
when every musician within the orchestra feels for the piece and wishes to convey his or her passion to the
audience. 
"The conductor needs his musicians to understand the spirit of the score," said Cheong. Only then can everyone
play each of their own parts well, and on rhythm. In the same way, when people appreciate the spirit behind a
vision, they are empowered to work towards it, individually, and as a synergistic whole. And just as musicians look to
the conductor during the performance for clues, assurances, and guidance, a leader must provide his or her staff
with a way to visualise the organisation's vision, and provide the appropriate amount of supervision and support
where it is needed.
To enable them to do a better job, civil servants receive all kinds of skills training, from the functional and technical,
to the managerial and personal, said Cheong. On top of that, HDB offers a host of its own internal training
programmes, and there are opportunities for learning via job rotations. HDB also tracks each employee's training
paths to ensure that everyone receives what they require, and that people develop, as individuals, on the job. She
added, "We will send many to visit cities, to learn from counterparts, or for cross-training" because staff should not
limit themselves to their own area of work; they need to see the big picture.
Cheong often encourages her staff to take a macro perspective, and to consider national interests. As for her, as
CEO, she makes it a point to think about issues from the ground up every once in a while. Another important way to
earn respect and cooperation is to give credit where credit is due. "I believe in celebrating success through parties,"
she said. Just as there will be applause at the end of every great performance, Cheong believes that it is important
to show appreciation for good and hard work.
Staying upbeat
Throughout her public sector career that began in 1981, Cheong has had her fair share of challenges. Her personal
advice for overcoming setbacks or any kind of adversity is to adopt a positive mindset. She spoke of a time in her
life when she had tried, unsuccessfully, to sell 'environmental sustainability' to her peers as an important
consideration – way before it became fashionable for organisations to talk about global warming and climate change.
No surprise then, that she found herself at odds with the others; she described the feeling as the "lone voice in the
wilderness".
Cheong's peers came to, years later, thanks to greater overall awareness on such issues. What kept her from
'sinking' or withdrawing into despair, however, was optimism – the hope for change – coupled with patience; both
vital characteristics for sanity and survival at the workplace. She recalled another incident, when, as a junior staff,
she was transferred unexpectedly to another different department. The thought that came to her mind, at the time,
was, "Did I do something wrong?" Nevertheless, she made the conscious effort to brush off her anxieties and remain
optimistic.
Positivity and passion can be infectious and inspiring. It was not long before Cheong made good friends at her new
department, excelled at her job, and the rest is history. "[So] if you take a positive attitude, and are passionate in
what you do, you will, naturally, be good at it,” she said. Lest we forget, members of the orchestra will take their
cues from the conductor.
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